
IGNITE Program by Acuvate
Transform Your Business in 4 Weeks with Tailored Azure Open AI Solutions!

Embark on a transformative journey with Acuvate’s IGNITE Program, a comprehensive 4-week workshop designed to 

fast-track the ideation, development, and implementation of high-impact Azure Open AI use cases, customized to your 

unique business challenges. Dive deep into the capabilities of Azure Open AI and GPT models, identify transformative use 

cases, and construct a strategic, results-driven AI-roadmap to achieve AI-driven success in your organization.

Tailored Workshop

Strategic AI-Roadmap Development

Engage in specialized sessions, demos, and case studies, designed to deepen your understanding and 

knowledge of Azure Open AI use cases, all tailored to meet your unique business needs.

Collaborate with our experts to construct a customized, actionable AI-roadmap, focusing on aligning AI 

initiatives with your business goals and objectives.

Overview of IGNITE Program
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Proof of Value Engagement

Program Structure

Select and implement a high-value use case from our catalog in your Azure subscription, showcasing 

tangible benefits and business value.

Week-by-Week Activities and Milestones: From reviewing pre-read material to implementing the selected 

use case, experience a structured journey through the 4-week program, achieving milestones and gaining 

insights every step of the way.
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Checklists Interviews Roadmap

 Proficiency in Azure Open AI: Acquire foundational knowledge and skills in Azure Open AI and GPT model 

capabilities

 Identification of Aligned Use Cases: Discover and align Azure Open AI and GPT use cases that seamlessly integrate 

with your business goals, driving targeted results

 Customized AI and GPT Roadmap: Receive a tailored roadmap, providing insights into high-value use cases and 

outlining the strategic steps to follow

 Quantifiable Outcomes & Metrics: Understand the potential ROI, assess dependencies & risks, and set clear KPIs & 

milestones.
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